Abstract. The derivation of string type equations from QCD is reexamined in the framework of renormalized perturbation theory. Renormalizing the equation for the second functional derivative of the Wilson functional at different points one observes a short distmace problem which is studied by the help of OPE and RG. On this line the reduction of the equation to a linear one of string-type can be understood.
I. Introduction
In many recent papers the close connection between QCD and string theory is under investigation 9 Nevertheless the derivation of a linear string type equation 
(3 one-dimensional fermion living on the contour, ~u = g~ (11)Fur3 2~, I colour matrix, 0 < t/' < r/< t/I ).
There is the possibility [2-4] to replace the formal expression Q(t/)g2(t/) arising at t/~r/' by the corresponding composite operator defined properly in renormalized perturbation theory [5] . Proceeding in this way no short distance singularity appears. Furthermore a smeared second derivative at t/~q' picks up, due to the 6(r/-t/') factor, the second term on the r. h. s. of (1) only. Choosing dimensional regularization for the 6 (+) function, the r. h. s. is equal to zero for smooth contours and different from zero for contours with breaks or intersecting points [4] . Consequences of an expansion in 1/N (SU(N)) are discussed in [2] . In this paper we follow the different procedure of first renormalizing (1) and then studying t/~t/' [1, 6] . We believe that this approach is more natural since it avoids to postulate the composite operator (2 (t/) f2 (t/) which in contrast to the composite operator f2 (t/) does not originate from the Lagrangian operator ~Au82u immediately. Along this line we are faced with the following problems.
-The renormalized (1) contains Z-factors. -The composite operator f2 does not renormalize multiplicatively, but is a member of a set of operators mixing under renormalization.
-In the limit t/~t/' the first term on the r.h.s. exhibits short distance singularities which can be discussed by means of the operator product expansion (O PE) and the renormalization group (RG). Restricting the expansion to the leading short distance singularity (1) will linearize.
The mixing under renormalization and the linearization by OPE are our main points. We further discuss the different relative appreciation given to the two terms on the r. h. s. of(l) in [1 ] and [6] and calculate the anomalous dimension necessary for a field theoretical determination of the parameter 6 of the short distance potential in [1] . All our discussions are restricted to smooth curves.
The paper is organized as follows. To establish notation in Sect. 2 some elements of the 3-field formalism of [1] are reviewed. Section 3 is devoted to the discussion of the general points of the renormalization, 0170-9739/81/0009/0049/$01.80 OPE and linearization of (1). Finally Sect. 4 contains the result of our explicite calculation of the renormalization matrix and Sect. 5 gives a summary.
~-field Formalism
We are interested in the Wilson functional T= exp ig ~ Au(x(~))2"cb (2) o depending on the smooth contour c(t/) which is parameterized by the parameter ~1 (0<q<t/f, a dot indicates differentiation with respect to ~1). For technical simplicity we choose r/to be a multiple of the geometrical length 22 (/I) = const, i.e.
For the underlying SU(N) pure Yang-Mills theory the following conventions are taken: Furthermore all propagators and vertices of the pure YM-theory appear. Obviously the canonical dimension of 3 is zero. Ward identities and renormalization of this theory are discussed in [1, 6, 7] .
Au=Au.J~; I ~ generators of the fundamental representation of SU(N), [P,Ib]=if, b~U, Fu,=O~A~ -8,,A,-ig [A u , A~]. Then T can be understood as the

S=S~+ j" (ig+g~(~)A~(x(~))2"B(~))d~7.
A simple but very important consequence of the special form of the bare ~-propagator is the rule, that all diagrams with closed 3-lines vanish identically. In this scheme the second functional derivative of the unrenormalized Wilson functional is given by (1).
Renormalization and Linearization by OPE
To handle the second part of the r.h.s, of (1) with its delicate structure ~&6(4~(x(~))f(~) one can use a dimensionally regularized version 6~4)(x)~elxl ~-4.
Treating this regularization independently and before the regularization of the UV-singularities the term under discussion vanishes for smooth curves [1, 4] . We follow this line of arguments and only at the end of this section discuss the consequences of coupling the regularization of the 6(4)-function with that of the UVsingularities [6] .
With respect to the first part of the r. h. s. (1) we have to consider the renormalization of the composite operator 
As is usual in the renormalization of such operators there occurs mixing within a finite set of operators having the same canonical dimension and tensor structure. Since in general gauge invariant operators mix with noninvariant ones [8] we have to consider the two additive components of ~2 a) separately
Then the explicit calculation reported below in Sect. 4 shows that the following additional 7 antisymmetric operators with canonical dimension 2, built from the fields and local characteristics of the contour, are involved at the one loop level
We note that antisymmetry forbids operators with canonical dimension 2 containing two Faddeev Popov ghosts. Antisymmetric operators with dimension 2 and only one ghost cannot appear as counterterms due to the underlying topology of diagrams. In higher orders operators depending on nonlocal characteristics of the contour enter the game i.e. Z-factors depend nonlocally on the contour. (This was expected in [1] too.) Postponing this nonlocality for further investigation and restricting ourselves to the one loop level we arrive due to 9 O(1)= 2 --~ (k) ZzkL/ren (9) k=l
